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As Seen By The Judges
Driffield Championship Show
September 22nd, 2012
Judge: Mr Keith Goodwin

BEST OF BREED: Romantic Lady 
Timar
Dog CC: Bullyview Mobsta
Dog Reserve CC: Jessajack Blazin 
Inferno
Bitch CC: Romantic Lady Timar
Bitch Reserve CC: Tulsadoom Terry’s 
All Gold 
Best Puppy: Teirwgwyn Miss 
Independant Of Meilow 

Must say right off how very pleased 
with the overall quality of the exhibits 
I was though a tad disappointed 
that mouth faults don’t seem to 
have moved on, maybe continued 
use of studs and dams with length 
of foreface and width of muzzle will 
help. Movement as is always was 
good, bad and indifferent, however I’m 
sure the length of grass and surface 
didn’t help the exhibits or handlers 
so I allowed accordingly. The ring size 
was good allowing space and room for 
movement.

In males I like and look for masculinity, 
in bitches femininity, in both without 
exaggeration. In bitches there were 
many quality exhibits who missed out 
over minor issues and may well in the 
future have their day.

Dog CC
DCC was Young’s white, Bullyview 
Mobsta, here was a masculine 
Bull Terrier showing maturity way 
above his tender age of just over 
12 months, head is filled with good 
length to foreface which has width 
and a gentle curve to profile and good 
strong underjaw, keen expression, 
neck is long and strong and tapers 
from shoulders to head, shoulder 
angulation is correct and they are well 
set to tuck close on the ribs and under 
to a straight front, a heavy but fit 
short coupled body to a well muscled 
rear which has good angulation that 
drives him along with power. I moved 
him on a loose lead which showed 
he moved fairly parallel with his front 
tucked under, stands on good feet, the 
picture is completed by strong round 
bone, excelling in type.

Dog Reserve CC
RDCC, Griffiths’ white, Jessajack 
Blazin Inferno, mature masculine 
male of many virtues, admittedly 
he would benefit from more fill and 
profile, however his skull is large 
and deep enough, a long neck which 
needs strimming out to lessen the 
impression of stuffiness, shoulder 
angulation is correct making the 
elbows fit tightly to and under the 
ribcage, his front is straight with 
super bone, short coupled, more than 
adequate powerful rear angulation 
drives him well, feet are tight, took 
the RCC on his perfect dentition and 
overall stature.

Bitch CC & Best Of Breed
BCC and BOB, Jastrzebska’s white, 
Romantic Lady Timar, stunning 
example of a female Bull Terrier, a 
feminine version of the male, just 
a tad less in all aspects, head is 
long strong with a gentle curve to 
profile, width of muzzle along with a 
strong underjaw emphasises type to 
perfection, a long strong tapering neck 
to the best of shoulder angulation, 
elbows are tucked well under, shapely 
body that has tuck up and is well 
coupled to her rear which is well 
angulated, very clean lined in profile, 
more than adequate in bone and 
stands on tight feet, moved with drive 
but not so parallel as the male.

Bitch Reserve CC
RBCC, Brown’s white, Tulsadoom 
Terry’s All Gold, strong white with 
a power-packed head filled up to 
overflowing and strong underjaw. 
Earset lets her down in expression. 
However there is no denying her type, 
a long clean lined neck to well laid 
and angulated shoulders that are set 
to a good straight tucked under front, 
heavy set body has tuck up and is 
short coupled, tailset could be a tad 
lower, powerful first and second thighs 
sit on a well angled rear, strong round 
bone and good tight feet complete the 
picture.

Minor Puppy Dog (0 Entries)

Puppy Dog (0 Entries)

Junior Dog (7 Entries) 
1. Young’s Bullyview Mobsta. 
Dog CC - See Above
2. McDermid’s Padhen Hitman. 
B/br of virtue whose time may well 
come with maturity, make and shape 
good, head shape had type being 
filled, a gentle not over-cooked profile, 
expression was keen, neck is clean 
lined with length, shoulders well 
placed onto a straight front, short 
backed and coupled well. Would have 
liked more in quarters but angulation 
was good enough. Moved better in 
rear than front which was choppy and 
wide, perhaps the fault of the surface. 
3. Travis’ Vetsbullies Hot Potootie. 

Yearling Dog (0 Entries)

Post Graduate Dog (1 Entry, 1 Absent)

Limit Dog (4 Entries)
1. Seward’s Padhen The Puzzler. 
Strong headed brindle of substance 
and well made, head is filled up to 
over-flowing with a gentle profile that 
has perhaps a touch to much finish, 
strong long neck which is clean lined 
to well set and angulated shoulders, 
front is straight, short backed and has 
substance in proportion to size, i.e. 
just right, powerful strong rear which 
is angulated correctly, contender for 
RCC.
2. Atkins’ Hentarw Executive 
Decision. 
Tri of many virtues, lacks a bit in 

masculinity and body tone. Head 
shape of very good type, long filled 
with a gentle profile, good expression 
for a coloured, neck is long and clean 
cut, well set shoulders sit easily on 
a good straight front, elbows tucked 
under, shapely body coupled to well 
angulated rear, quarters are large but 
lack in tone. Very clean lined.
3. Gardner’s Javarke Sharp Shooter.

Open Dog (2 Entries) 
1. Griffiths’ Jessajack Blazin Inferno. 
Dog Reserve CC - See Above
2. Gates & Newberry’s Hells Boy By 
Ukusa. 
Red, much to like here, a long head 
with a gentle profile and black mask 
gives off a great expression, head is 
long with fill, just enough finish and 
his ears on top, neck is clean lined, 
shoulders are set well on a front that 
is straight but turns his feet slightly, 
perhaps the surface/grass, body is 
deep with depth of brisket with a good 
chest (bow window as I call it) could 
be perhaps coupled a bit shorter 
however, maturity will help, I felt a few 
pounds on may well have helped here, 
well angulated rear which is powerful, 
stands on decent feet and excels in 
bone, moved better in front than rear.

Both puppy girls show promise 
and just need time and maturity to 
progress. 

Minor Puppy Bitch (1 Entry)
1. Grieves’ Teirwgwyn Miss 
Independence. 
Best Puppy
Tri, very promising, head is feminine 
with a keen expression, filled up ears 
on top, enough underjaw, her long 
neck sits on shoulders that are well 
angulated to a straight front, bodylines 
are clean cut and short coupled, 
rear angulation is not over or under 
angulated. 

Puppy Bitch (1 Entry)
1. Turner’s White Girl Bayshuck 
Honey Suckle. 
Well made of promise, head type 
is correct, filled and with a keen 
expression, long with a gentle profile, 
clean cut long neck sits well to 
shoulders which are well laid to a 
straight front that is tucked under, 
clean cut bodylines, short backed, 
enough rear of good angulation. 

Junior Bitch (5 Entries)
1. Galla’s Vetsbullies Happiness. 
Eye-catching red girl of excellent make 
and shape, classical head shape, long 
and strong with fill, ears on top, strong 
underjaw and keen expression, length 
of neck, shoulders and straight front 
were of the highest order, shapely 
well coupled body to a powerful well 
angulated rear, stands on good feet. 
A serious contender, however let 
down by a dentition issue against high 
quality competition.
2. Ley & Broomfield’s Fortifier’s 
Flametta. 
Petite red that has much to say for 

herself, strong well filled head that 
has profile with strength of underjaw, 
expression was good enough, strong 
neck to well laid shoulders and front 
tucked under, body which is short, 
substantial and coupled well to a well 
angulated and muscled rear, moved 
OK. Will present better at an indoor 
venue. 
3. Fox’s Danbull Cauzin Chaos At 
Kraydebull.

Yearling Bitch (2 Entries)
1. Nisbet’s Nosremme Panda One 
Star At Serenbull. 
Tri of good make and shape, head is 
of good type, filled up, not over-cooked 
in profile just nice, shoulders well laid, 
front is straight, shapely body and well 
angulated rear, good feet, good honest 
girl with good type. 

Post Graduate Bitch (3 Entries)
1. Brown’s Tulsadoom Terry’s All 
Gold. 
Bitch Reserve CC - See Above
2. Catalina’s Ice Satin Desire. 
Very correct white with a lot to say for 
herself, smaller in stature than 1, felt 
her head to be of good type giving of 
a keen expression, long strong neck, 
well laid shoulders, elbows tucked 
under a good straight front, shapely 
body to a hard muscled well angulated 
rear, excelling in animation that 
showed all her attributes off to best 
advantage.
3. Marsdon’s Tulsadoom Powder 
Monkey.

Limit Bitch (1 Entry)
1. L’homme’s Goodbye To Helen 
Wheels. 
Repeating myself but much to like 
here, bone, substance, good bite and 
expression, head is long filled, ears on 
top and adequate underjaw, neck to 
correctly angulated shoulders, front 
tucked under, mature short coupled 
body, rear angulation is well bent.

Open Bitch (4 Entries) 
1. Jastrzebska’s Romantic Lady 
Timar. 
Bitch CC & BOB - See Above
2. Tinkler’s Danbull Devoted. 
Stunning head to this white that gives 
of great breed type, she has fill to die 
for, a long gentle profile, glint in her 
eye, ears on top, width of skull, muzzle 
power and good underjaw, neck is 
long and clean cut, front is straight, 
shapely well coupled body to a rear 
that is well angulated and muscled. 
Here I felt she could have had a 
bit more shoulder angulation, that 
affected her topline, in movement her 
front was better than her rear action, 
nonetheless a quality girl. 
3. Williams’ Bobuddy Evanesence.
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